10.30 – Welcome
10.40 – Alexis, Andrew & John – welcome, structure of day, outcomes
Sessions comprise 10 minute presentations (max) plus 10 mins of feedback
10.50  session 1
      Andrew Hobbs (provincial periodicals), Lisa Peters (Welsh periodicals)
11.30  coffee break
12.00  session 2
      Beth Palmer (Prose), Deborah Mutch (social purpose periodicals),
      Annemarie McAllister (Temperance periodicals)
1.00   lunch
2.00  session 3
      Andrew King (periodical economics), Jim Mussell (digitization),
      Laurel Brake (iterations)
3.00   tea break
3.15  session 4
      Brian Maidment (Illustration), Alexis Easley (Gender Issues -- in vol 2),
      Joanne Shattock (the CUP Companion to Victorian Periodicals)
4.15   Alexis, Andrew, John -- What have we learnt from the day?
       Looking forward to Volume II
4.30 – end

Additional delegates
Margaret Beetham, Fionnuala Dillane, Anne Hale, Clare Horrocks, Beth Rogers, Shannon Smith, Greg Tate, Cathy Waters